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G. INTEGRITY

Integrity is expected throughout the accreditation process. In its relationships with the Commission, a program shall demonstrate honesty and integrity. By seeking accreditation or re-accreditation, and maintaining accreditation, the program agrees to comply with Commission requirements, policies, guidelines, self-study requirements, decisions, and requests.

- In the accreditation process, the program shall be completely candid, providing all pertinent information;
- All program changes will be reported in a timely manner and in accordance with the Commission’s Policy on Reporting Program Changes; and
- With due regard for the rights of individual privacy, the program shall provide the Commission with access to all parts of its operations, and with complete and accurate information about the program's affairs, including reports of other accrediting, licensing, and auditing agencies, as requested.

The program’s failure to report honestly, by presenting false information, by omission of essential information or by distortion of information with the intent to mislead, constitutes a breach of integrity, in and of itself. If it appears to the Commission that the program has violated the principles of integrity in the materials submitted to the Commission or in any other manner that requires immediate attention, an investigation will be made, and the program will be offered an opportunity to respond to suspected violations. The Commission will ordinarily withdraw accreditation from a program, after due notice, if:

- The Commission concludes that the program has engaged in illegal conduct or is deliberately misrepresenting itself or presenting false information to the faculty, staff, students, the public or the Commission; or
- The program fails to provide fully and truthfully all pertinent information and materials requested by the Commission.

The Commission may immediately withdraw accreditation if it deems that action to be the most appropriate way to address the issue.

Revised: 2/18; 8/17; Reaffirmed: 8/12, 8/10; Adopted: 7/08
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D. CONFLICT OF INTEREST POLICY

Evaluation policies and procedures used in the accreditation process provide a system of checks and balances regarding the fairness and impartiality in all aspects of the accreditation process. Central to the fairness of the procedural aspects of the Commission’s operations and the impartiality of its decision making process is an organizational and personal duty to avoid real or perceived conflicts of interest. The potential for a conflict of interest arises when one’s duty to make decisions in the public’s interest is compromised by competing interests of a personal or private nature, including but not limited to pecuniary interests.

Conflict of interest is considered to be: 1) any relationship with an institution or program, or 2) a partiality
or bias, either of which might interfere with objectivity in the accreditation review process. Procedures for selection of representatives of the Commission who participate in the evaluation process reinforce impartiality. These representatives include: Commissioners, Review Committee members, site visitors, and Commission staff.

In addition, procedures for institutional due process, as well as strict guidelines for all written documents and accreditation decisions, further reinforce adherence to fair accreditation practices. Every effort is made to avoid conflict of interest, either from the point of view of an institution/program being reviewed or from the point of view of any person representing the Commission.

On occasion, current and former volunteers involved in the Commission’s accreditation process (site visitors, review committee members, commissioners) are requested to make presentations related to the Commission and its accreditation process at various meetings. In these cases, the volunteer must make it clear that the services are neither supported nor endorsed by the Commission on Dental Accreditation. Further, it must be made clear that the information provided is based only on experiences of the individual and not being provided on behalf of the Commission.

Revised: 8/15; 8/14; Reaffirmed: 2/18; 8/12, 8/10

1. Visiting Committee Members: Conflicts of interest may be identified by either an institution/program, Commissioner, site visitor or Commission staff. An institution/program has the right to reject the assignment of any Commissioner, site visitor or Commission staff because of a possible or perceived conflict of interest. The Commission expects all programs, Commissioners and/or site visitors to notify the Commission office immediately if, for any reason, there may be a conflict of interest or the appearance of such a conflict. Because of the nature of their positions, a state board representative will be a resident of the state in which a program is located and may be a graduate of the institution/program being visited. These components of the policy do not apply for state board representatives, although the program retains the right to reject an individual’s assignment for other reasons.

All active site visitors who independently consult with educational programs accredited by CODA or applying for accreditation must identify all consulting roles to the Commission and must file with the Commission a letter of conflict acknowledgement signed by themselves and the institution/program with whom they consulted. All conflict of interest policies as noted elsewhere in this document apply. Contact the CODA office for the appropriate conflict of interest declaration form.

Conflicts of interest include, but are not limited to, a site visitor who:

- is a graduate of a program at the institution;
- has served on the program’s visiting committee within the last ten (10) years;
- has served as an independent consultant, employee or appointee of the institution;
- has a family member who is employed or affiliated with the institution;
- has a close professional or personal relationship with the institution/program or key personnel in the institution/program which would, from the standpoint of a reasonable person, create the appearance of a conflict;
- manifests a partiality that prevents objective consideration of a program for accreditation;
- is a former employee of the institution or program;
- previously applied for a position at the institution within the last five (5) years;
- is affiliated with an institution/program in the same state; and/or
- is a resident of the state.

Note: Because of the nature of their positions, a state board representative will be a resident of the state in which a program is located and may be a graduate of the institution/program being visited. These
components of the policy do not apply for state board representatives, although the program retains the right to reject an individual’s assignment for other reasons.

If an institutional administrator, faculty member or site visitor has doubt as to whether or not a conflict of interest could exist, Commission staff should be consulted prior to the site visit. The Chair, Vice-Chair and a public member of the Commission, in consultation with Commission staff and legal counsel, may make a final determination about such conflicts.

Revised: 2/18; 2/16; 8/14; 1/14; 2/13; 8/10; Reaffirmed: 8/12
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E. CONFIDENTIALITY POLICY

All materials generated and received in the accreditation process are confidential. In all instances Protected Health Information must not be improperly disclosed. The Commission’s confidentiality policies apply to Commissioners, Review Committee members, members of the Appeal Board, and site visitors. Confidential materials are maintained to ensure the integrity of the institution/program and of the accreditation process, and may be shared by the Commission in instances related to USDE re-recognition or responding to state or federal legal requirements, as appropriate, and include Confidentiality applies without limitation, to the following:

SELF-STUDY DOCUMENT: At the discretion of the institution, the administration may either release information from this document to the public or keep it confidential. The Commission will not release any information in the self-study document without the prior written approval of the institution.

SITE VISIT REPORT: The preliminary draft of a site visit report is an unofficial document and remains confidential between the Commission and the institution’s executive officers and may not, under any circumstances, be released. Members of a visiting committee who review preliminary drafts of the report must consider the report as privileged information and must not discuss it or make its contents known to anyone, under any circumstances. Reasons for assigning any non-adverse status other than full approval remain confidential between the institution and the Commission unless the institution wishes to release them.

Public release of the final draft of the site visit report that is approved by the Commission is at the sole discretion of the institution. If there is a point of contention about a specific section of the final site visit report and the institution elects to release the pertinent section to the public, the Commission reserves the right to make the entire site visit report public.

INSTITUTION'S RESPONSE TO A SITE VISIT REPORT: Release of this information is at the sole discretion of the institution. An institution’s response must not improperly disclose any Protected Health Information; however, if any such information is included in the response, such information will not be made public.

TRANSMITTAL LETTER OF ACCREDITATION NOTIFICATION: Information such as accreditation status granted and scheduled dates for submission of additional information is public information.

PROGRESS REPORT: The scheduled date for submission of progress reports is public information. Release of the content of a progress report is at the sole discretion of the institution. If there is a point of contention about a particular portion of the progress report and the institution elects to release the pertinent portion to the public, the Commission reserves the right to make public the entire progress report. Progress reports must not disclose Protected Health Information (PHI) or Personally Identifiable Information (PII).
SURVEYS: Routinely gathered data are used in the accreditation process and also provide a national data base of information about the accredited dental and dental-related educational programs. The Commission may release to the public any portion of survey data that is collected annually unless the terms of confidentiality for a specific section are clearly indicated on the survey instrument. Subsections of each survey instrument containing data elements which are confidential are clearly marked. Any data which may be reported from confidential subsections are published in a manner which does not allow identification of an individual institution/program.

EXIT INTERVIEWS: The final conference or exit interview between the site visit committee and the chief executive officer, dental dean, chief of dental service or the program director(s) is also confidential. Additional people may be included at the discretion of the institutional administration. The interview is a confidential summation of the preliminary findings, conclusions, recommendations and suggestions which will appear in the site visit report to the institution. This is a preliminary oral report and the preliminary written report is often only in draft stage at this point; therefore, this session may not be recorded in either audio or video format. Note taking is permitted and encouraged.

ON-SITE INTERVIEWS AND ORAL COMMUNICATIONS: In order to carry out their duties as on-site evaluators, visiting committee members must communicate freely with administrators, faculty, staff and students and any other appropriate individuals affiliated with an education program. As part of their on-site accreditation duties, committee members are expected to share with other team members pertinent and relevant information obtained during interviews. All oral communications occurring on-site, however, are confidential. Interviews may not be recorded in either audio or video format. Note taking is permitted and encouraged. When the site visit ends, team members may communicate orally, or in writing, only with Commission staff or other team members about any on-site interview or conversation. All questions related to any aspect of the site visit including oral communications must be referred to the Commission office.

MEETING MATERIALS/DISCUSSIONS: Background reports and informational materials related to accreditation matters are regularly prepared for review by the Commission and its Review Committees. These materials and all discussions related to accreditation matters routinely remain confidential. The Commission determines when, and the manner in which, newly adopted policy and informational reports will receive public distribution.

PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION: Patients’ protected health information, which includes any information that could identify an individual as a patient of the facility being site visited, may not be used by the site visitors, Review Committee members, or Commissioners for any purpose other than for evaluation of the program being reviewed on behalf of the Commission. Protected Health Information may not be disclosed to anyone other than Commissioners, Commission staff, Review Committee members or site visitors reviewing the program from which the Protected Health Information was received. Individual Protected Health Information should be redacted from Commission records whenever that information is not essential to the evaluation process. If a site visitor, Review Committee member, or Commissioner believes any Protected Health Information has been inappropriately used or disclosed, he/she should contact the Commission office.

MEETINGS: Policy portions of the Review Committee and Commission meetings are open to observers, while accreditation actions are confidential and conducted in closed session. All deliberations of the Appeal Board are confidential and conducted in closed session.

NOTICE OF REASONS FOR ADVERSE ACTION: Notice of the reasons for which an adverse
accreditation action (i.e. deny or withdraw) is taken is routinely provided to the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Education, any appropriate state agencies, and, upon request, to the public.

Revised: 2/18; 2/16; 8/14; 1/05, 2/01, 7/00; Reaffirmed: 8/12, 8/10; Adopted: 7/94, 5/93
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L. POLICY ON ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION OF ACCREDITATION MATERIALS AND CONVERSION FEES

All institutions will provide the Commission with an electronic copy of all accreditation documents/reports and related materials. The program’s documentation for CODA must not contain any patient protected health information (PHI) or personally identifiable information (PII).

These documents may include, but are not limited to, self-study, responses to site visit/progress reports, initial accreditation applications, reports of major change, and transfer of sponsorship and exhibits. Electronic submission guidelines will be provided to programs. Accreditation documents/reports and related materials must be complete and comprehensive. If the program is unable to provide a comprehensive electronic document, the Commission will assess a fee for converting the document (e.g. exhibits, tables, curriculum, report of change, progress report, transfer of sponsorship, response to site visit report) to an electronic version. If the program/submission submits documentation that does not comply with the policy on PHI and PII (noted above), CODA will assess a penalty fee of $1000 $4,000 per program submission to the institution; a program’s resubmission that continues to contain PHI or PII will be assessed an additional $1000 $4,000 fee.

Revised: 2/18; 8/13; 8/12, 8/11, 8/07, 7/06; Reaffirmed: 8/13; 8/10; Adopted: 1/06
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M. COMMISSION POLICY AND PROCEDURE RELATED TO COMPLIANCE WITH THE HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT (HIPAA)

HIPAA is the federal law that governs how “Covered Entities” handle the privacy and security of patients’ protected health information (PHI). HIPAA Covered Entities include health care providers and health plans that send certain information electronically. The Commission may be deemed a “Business Associate” of certain institutions that are HIPAA Covered Entities. A Business Associate is an individual or entity that performs a function or activity on behalf of a HIPAA Covered Entity involving the use or disclosure of individually identifiable health information. Business Associates must comply with certain HIPAA Security and Privacy rules and implement training programs. The Commission “HIPPA Policy and Procedure Manual” is updated on a yearly basis. A copy of the manual is available upon request. All Commission site visitors, Review Committee members, Commissioners, and staff are required to attend a CODA HIPAA training session on a yearly basis.

The program’s documentation for CODA must not contain any patient protected health information. If the program/submission submits documentation that does not comply with the policy on PHI (noted above), CODA will assess a penalty fee of $1000 $4,000 per program submission to the institution; a program’s resubmission that continues to contain PHI or PII will be assessed an additional $1000 $4,000 fee.

Revised: 2/18; 8/13; Reaffirmed: 8/13; Adopted: 8/11
I. POLICY ON THIRD PARTY COMMENTS

The Commission currently publishes, in its accredited lists of programs, the year of the next site visit for each program it accredits. In addition, the Commission posts its spring and fall announcements on the Accreditation News area of the Commission’s website for those programs being site visited January through June or July through December. Special site visits and initial accreditation site visits for developing programs may be scheduled after the posting on the Commission’s website; thus, the specific dates of these site visits will not be available for publication. Parties interested in these specific dates (should they be established) are welcomed/encouraged to contact the Commission office.

The United States Department of Education (USDE) procedures require accrediting agencies to provide an opportunity for third-party comment, either in writing or at a public hearing (at the accrediting agencies’ discretion) with respect to institutions or programs scheduled for review. All comments must relate to accreditation standards for the discipline and required accreditation policies. In order to comply with the Department’s requirement on the use of third-party comment regarding program’s qualifications for accreditation or initial accreditation, the following procedures have been developed.

Programs with the status of initial accreditation, and programs seeking initial accreditation must solicit comment through appropriate notification of communities of interest and the public such as faculty, students, program administrators, specialty and dental-related organizations, patients, and consumers.

On occasion, programs may be scheduled for special focused site visits and because of the urgency of the visit, solicitation of third-party comments within the ninety (90) day time-frame may not be possible. However, third party comments must be solicited at the time the program is notified of the Commission’s planned site visit. In this case, the timeframe for solicitation of third-party comments will be shortened.

The Commission will request written comments from interested parties on the CODA website. All comments relative to programs being visited will be due in the Commission office no later than sixty (60) days prior to each program’s site visit to allow time for the program to respond. Therefore, programs being site-visited in January through June will be listed in the fall posting of the previous year and programs scheduled for a site visit from July through December will be listed in the spring posting of the current year. Any unresolved issues related to the program’s compliance with the accreditation standards will be reviewed by the visiting committee while on-site.

Those programs scheduled for review must solicit third-party comments through appropriate notification of communities of interest and the public such as faculty, students, program administrators, specialty and dental-related organizations, patients, and consumers at least ninety (90) days prior to their site visit. The notice should indicate the deadline of sixty (60) days for receipt of third-party comments in the Commission office and should stipulate that signed or unsigned comments will be accepted, that names and/or signatures will be removed from comments prior to forwarding them to the program, and that comments must pertain only to the standards for the particular program or policies and procedures used in the Commission’s accreditation process. The announcement may include language to indicate that a copy of the appropriate accreditation standards and/or the Commission’s policy on third-party comments may be obtained by contacting the Commission at 211 East Chicago Avenue, Chicago, IL 60611, or by calling 1/800-621-8099, extension 4653.

All comments submitted must pertain only to the standards relative to the particular program being reviewed or policies and procedures used in the accreditation process. Comments will be screened by
Commission staff for relevancy. Only signed or unsigned comments will be considered. For comments not relevant to these issues, the individual will be notified that the comment is not related to accreditation and, where appropriate, referred to the appropriate agency. For those individuals who are interested in submitting comments, requests may be made to the Commission office.

All relevant comments will have names and/or signatures removed and will then be referred to the program at least fifty (50) days prior to the site visit for review and response. A written response from the program should be provided to the Commission office and the visiting committee fifteen (15) days prior to the site visit. Adjustments may be necessary in the site visit schedule to allow discussion of comments with proper personnel. Negative comments received after the established deadline of sixty (60) days prior to the site visit will be handled as a complaint.

Revised: 2/18; 2/16; 2/15; 8/13; 8/12, 8/11, 7/09, 8/02, 1/97; Reaffirmed: 8/13; 8/10, 1/03; Adopted: 7/95

Revised Policy on Site Visit Fees – EOPP p. 60

Invoicing Process for Special Focused Site Visits
Invoice #1: In advance of the site visit, the program will remit payment for the Administrative Fee ($4,000 in 2017; $4,320 in 2018 and 2019) plus 75% of the remaining estimated actual expenses (calculated as an estimate, 75% of $1200 per site visitor or staff). See Program Fee Policy.

Invoice #2: Following the site visit, the program will remit payment for the remaining balance of actual expenses to the Commission.

Revised: 2/18; 2/17; 8/16; 2/16; 8/14; 8/13; 1/00, 1/99, 1/98; Reaffirmed: 8/13; 8/10, 7/06; Adopted: 7/96
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2. Criteria For Nomination Of Site Visitors: For predoctoral dental education programs, the Commission solicits nominations for site visitors from the American Dental Education Association to serve in five of six roles on dental education program site visits. The site visitor roles are Chair, Basic Science, Clinical Science, Curriculum, and Finance. Nominations for the sixth role, national licensure site visitor, are solicited from the American Association of Dental Boards.

For advanced specialty education programs, the Commission solicits nominations for site visitors from the recognized dental specialty organizations and their certifying boards. Dentist site visitors must be members of the ADA and their ADA-recognized specialty organizations.

For allied education programs, the American Dental Education Association is an additional source of nominations that augments, not supersedes, the nominations from the Commission’s other participating organizations, American Dental Assistants Association (ADAA), American Dental Hygienists’ Association (ADHA) and National Association of Dental Laboratories (NADL)

Revised: 8/15; 8/14; 8/12; Reaffirmed: 8/10, 7/07, 7/01; CODA: 05/93-6-7

A. Predoctoral Dental Education: The accreditation of predoctoral dental education programs is conducted through the mechanism of a visiting committee. Membership on such visiting committees is general dentistry oriented rather than discipline or subject matter area oriented. The composition of such committees shall be comprised, insofar as possible, of site visitors having broad expertise in dental curriculum, basic sciences, clinical sciences, finance, national licensure (practitioner) and one Commission staff member. The evaluation visit is oriented to an assessment of the educational program’s success in training competent general practitioners.
Although a basic science or clinical science site visitor may have training in a specific basic science or dental specialty area, it is expected that when serving as a member of the core committee evaluating the predoctoral program, the site visitor serves as a general dentist. Further, it is expected that all findings, conclusions or recommendations that are to be included in the report must have the concurrence of the visiting committee team members to ensure that the report reflects the judgment of the entire visiting committee.

In appointing site visitors, the Commission takes into account a balance in geographic distribution as well as representation of the various types of educational settings and diversity. Because the Commission views the accreditation process as one of peer review, predoctoral dental education site visitors, with the exception of the national licensure site visitor, are affiliated with dental education programs.

All predoctoral dental education site visitors, who are eligible, must be members of the American Dental Association.

The following are criteria for the six roles of predoctoral dental education site visitors:

Chair:
- Must be a current dean of a dental school or have served as dean within the previous three (3) years.
- Should have accreditation experience through an affiliation with a dental education program accredited by the Commission or as a previous site visitor.

Basic Science:
- Must be an individual who currently teaches one or more biomedical science courses to dental education students or has done so within the previous three (3) years.
- Should have accreditation experience through an affiliation with a dental education program accredited by the Commission or as a previous site visitor.

Clinical Science:
- Must be a current clinical dean or an individual with extensive knowledge of and experience with the quality assurance process and overall clinic operations.
- Has served in the above capacity within the previous three (3) years.
- Should have accreditation experience through an affiliation with a dental education program accredited by the Commission or as a previous site visitor.

Curriculum:
- Must be a current academic affairs dean or an individual with extensive knowledge and experience in curriculum management.
- Has served in the above capacity within the previous three (3) years.
- Should have accreditation experience through an affiliation with a dental education program accredited by the Commission or as a previous site visitor.

Finance:
- Must be a current financial officer of a dental school or an individual with extensive knowledge of and experience with the business, finance and administration of a dental school.
- Has served in the above capacity within the previous three (3) years.
- Should have accreditation experience through an affiliation with a dental education program accredited by the Commission or as a previous site visitor.

National Licensure:
- Should be a current clinical board examiner or have served in that capacity within the previous
three (3) years.

- Should have an interest in the accreditation process.

Revised: 2/18; 2/16; 8/14; 1/99; Reaffirmed: 8/10, 7/07, 7/01; CODA: 07/05, 05/77:
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C. REPORTING PROGRAM CHANGES IN ACCREDITED PROGRAMS

The Commission on Dental Accreditation recognizes that education and accreditation are dynamic, not static, processes. Ongoing review and evaluation often lead to changes in an educational program. The Commission views change as part of a healthy educational process and encourages programs to make them as part of their normal operating procedures.

At times, however, more significant changes occur in a program. Changes have a direct and significant impact on the program’s potential ability to comply with the accreditation standards. These changes tend to occur in the areas of finances, program administration, enrollment, curriculum and clinical/laboratory facilities, but may also occur in other areas. Reporting changes in the Annual Survey does not preclude the requirement to report changes directly to the Commission. Failure to report and receive approval in advance of implementing the change, using the Guidelines for Reporting Program Change, may result in review by the Commission, a special site visit, and may jeopardize the program’s accreditation status. Advanced specialty education programs must adhere to the Policy on Enrollment Increases in Advanced Specialty Education Programs. In addition, programs adding off-campus sites must adhere to the Policy on Reporting and Approval of Sites Where Educational Activity Occurs. Guidelines for Reporting and Approval of Sites where Educational Activity Occurs are available from the Commission office. Guidelines for Requesting an Increase in Enrollment in a Predoctoral Dental Education Program and Guidelines for Reporting Enrollment Increases in Postdoctoral General Dentistry Education Programs are available from the Commission office.

All program changes must be reported to the Commission. On occasion, the Commission may learn of program changes which may impact the program’s ability to comply with accreditation standards or policy. In these situations, CODA will contact the sponsoring institution and program to determine whether reporting may be necessary. Failure to report and receive approval prior to the program change may result in further review by the Commission and/or a special site visit, and may jeopardize the program’s accreditation status.

The Commission’s Policy on Integrity also applies to the reporting of changes. If the Commission determines that an intentional breech of integrity has occurred, the Commission will immediately notify the chief executive officer of the institution of its intent to withdraw the accreditation of the program(s) at its next scheduled meeting.

When a change is planned, Commission staff should be consulted to determine reporting requirements. This report must document how the program will continue to meet accreditation standards. The Commission’s Guidelines for Reporting Program Changes are available on the Commission’s website and may clarify what constitutes a change and provide guidance in adequately explaining and documenting such changes.

The following examples illustrate, but are not limited to, changes that must be reported by June 1 or December 1 and must be reviewed by the appropriate Review Committee and approved by the Commission prior to the implementation to ensure that the program continues to meet the accreditation standards:
- Establishment of Off-Campus Sites not owned by the sponsoring institution used to meet accreditation standards or program requirements;
- Transfer of sponsorship from one institution to another;
- Moving a program from one geographic site to another, including but not limited to geographic moves within the same institution;
- Program director qualifications not in compliance with the standards. In lieu of a CV, a copy of the new or acting program director’s completed BioSketch must be provided to Commission staff. Contact Commission Staff for the BioSketch template.
- Substantial increase in program enrollment as determined by preliminary review by the discipline-specific Review Committee Chair. Programs are reminded that resources must be maintained even when the full complement of students/residents is not enrolled in the program. (Specialty programs see Policy on Enrollment Increases In Advanced Specialty Programs; Predoctoral programs see Guidelines for Requesting an Increase in Enrollment in a Predoctoral Dental Education Program and Postdoctoral General Dentistry Education programs see Guidelines for Reporting Enrollment Increases in Postdoctoral General Dentistry Education Programs);
- Change in the nature of the program’s financial support that could affect the ability of the program to meet the standards;
- Curriculum changes that could affect the ability of the program to meet the standards;
- Reduction in faculty or support staff time commitment that could affect the ability of the program to meet the standards;
- Change in the required length of the program;
- Reduction of program dental facilities that could affect the ability of the program to meet the standards;
- Addition of advanced standing opportunity; and/or
- Expansion of a developing dental hygiene or assisting program which will only be considered after the program has demonstrated success by graduating the first class, measured outcomes of the academic program, and received approval without reporting requirements.

The Commission recognizes that unexpected, changes may occur. If an unexpected change occurs, it must be reported no more than 30 days following the occurrence. Unexpected changes may be the result of sudden changes in institutional commitment, affiliated agreements between institutions, faculty support, or facility compromise resulting from natural disaster. Failure to proactively plan for change will not be considered an unexpected change. Depending upon the timing and nature of the change, appropriate investigative procedures including a site visit may be warranted.

The following examples illustrate, but are not limited to, additional program changes that must be reported in writing at least thirty (30) days prior to the anticipated implementation of the change and are not reviewed by the Review Committee and the Commission but are reviewed at the next site visit:

- Establishment of Off-Campus Sites owned by the sponsoring institution used to meet accreditation standards or program requirements;
- Expansion or relocation of dental facilities within the same building;
- Change in program director. In lieu of a CV, a copy of the new or acting program director’s completed BioSketch must be provided to Commission staff. Contact Commission Staff for the BioSketch template.
- First-year non-enrollment. See Policy on Non Enrollment of First Year Students/Residents.

The Commission uses the following process when considering reports of program changes. Program administrators have the option of consulting with Commission staff at any time during this process.
1. A program administrator submits the report by **June 1 or December 1**.
2. Commission staff reviews the report to assess its completeness and to determine whether the change could impact the program’s potential ability to comply with the accreditation standards. If this is the case, the report is reviewed by the appropriate Review Committee for the discipline and by the Commission.
3. Receipt of the report and accompanying documentation is acknowledged in one of the following ways:
   a. The program administrator is informed that the report will be reviewed by the appropriate Review Committee and by the Commission at their next regularly scheduled meeting. Additional information may be requested prior to this review if the change is not well-documented; or
   b. The program administrator is informed that the reported change will be reviewed during the next site visit.
4. If the report will be considered by a Review Committee and by the Commission, the report is added to the appropriate agendas. The program administrator receives notice of the results of the Commission’s review.

The following alternatives may be recommended by Review Committees and/or be taken by the Commission in relation to the review of reports of program changes received from accredited educational programs.

- **Approve the report of program change**: If the Review Committee or Commission does not identify any concerns regarding the program’s continued compliance with the accreditation standards, the transmittal letter should advise the institution that the change(s) have been noted and will be reviewed at the next regularly-scheduled site visit to the program.
- **Approve the report of program change and request additional information**: If the Review Committees or Commission does not identify any concerns regarding the program’s compliance with the accreditation standards, but believes follow up reporting is required to ensure continued compliance with accreditation standards, additional information will be requested for review by the Commission. Additional information could occur through a supplemental report or a focused site visit.
- **Postpone action and continue the program’s accreditation status, but request additional information**: The transmittal letter will inform the institution that the report of program change has been considered, but that concerns regarding continued compliance with the accreditation standards have been identified. Additional specific information regarding the identified concerns will be requested for review by the Commission. The institution will be further advised that, if the additional information submitted does not satisfy the Commission regarding the identified concerns, the Commission reserves the right to request additional documentation, conduct a special focused site visit of the program, or deny the request.
- **Postpone action and continue the program’s accreditation status pending conduct of a special site visit**: If the information submitted with the initial request is insufficient to provide reasonable assurance that the accreditation standards will continue to be met, and the Commission believes that the necessary information can only be obtained on-site, a special focused site visit will be conducted.
- **Deny the request**: If the submitted information does not indicate that the program will continue to comply with the accreditation standards, the Commission will deny the request for a program change. The institutions will be advised that they may re-submit the request with additional information if they choose.

Revised: **2/18; 8/17; 8/16; 2/16; 8/15; 2/15; 8/13 2/12, 8/11, 8/10, 7/09, 7/07, 8/02, 7/97; Reaffirmed: 7/07,**
D. POLICY AND PROCEDURE REGARDING INVESTIGATION OF COMPLAINTS AGAINST EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

The following policy and procedures have been developed to handle the investigation of “formal” complaints and “anonymous” comments/complaints about an accredited program, or a program which has a current application for initial accreditation pending, which may not be in substantial compliance with Commission standards or established accreditation policies.

The Commission will consider formal, written, signed complaints using the procedure noted in the section entitled “Formal Complaints.” Unsigned comments/complaints will be considered “anonymous comments/complaints” and addressed as set forth in the section entitled “Anonymous Comments/Complaints.” Oral comments/complaints will not be considered.

Formal Complaints

A “formal” complaint is defined as a complaint filed in written (or electronic) form and signed by the complainant. This complaint should outline the specific policy, procedure or standard in question and rationale for the complaint including specific documentation or examples. Complainants who submit complaints verbally will receive direction to submit a formal complaint to the Commission in written, signed form following guidelines in the EOPP manual.

1. Investigative Procedures for Formal Complaints: Students, faculty, constituent dental societies, state boards of dentistry, patients, and other interested parties may submit an appropriate, signed, formal complaint to the Commission on Dental Accreditation regarding any Commission accredited dental, allied dental or advanced dental education program, or a program that has an application for initial accreditation pending. An appropriate complaint is one that directly addresses a program’s compliance with the Commission’s standards, policies and procedures. The Commission is interested in the continued improvement and sustained quality of dental and dental-related education programs but does not intervene on behalf of individuals or act as a court of appeal for treatment received by patients or individuals in matters of admission, appointment, promotion or dismissal of faculty, staff or students.

In accord with its responsibilities to determine compliance with accreditation standards, policies, and procedures, the Commission does not intervene in complaints as a mediator but maintains, at all times, an investigative role. This investigative approach to complaints does not require that the complainant be identified to the program.

The Commission, upon request, will take every reasonable precaution to prevent the identity of the complainant from being revealed to the program; however, the Commission cannot guarantee the confidentiality of the complainant.

The Commission strongly encourages attempts at informal or formal resolution through the program’s or sponsoring institution’s internal processes prior to initiating a formal complaint with the Commission. The following procedures have been established to manage complaints:

When an inquiry about filing a complaint is received by the Commission office, the inquirer is provided a copy of the Commission’s Evaluation and Operational Policies and Procedures Manual which includes the policies and procedures for filing a complaint and the appropriate accreditation standards document.
The initial screening is usually completed within thirty (30) days and is intended to ascertain that the potential complaint relates to a required accreditation policy or procedure (i.e. one contained in the Commission’s Evaluation and Operational Policies and Procedure Manual) or to one or more accreditation standard(s) or portion of a standard which have been or can be specifically identified by the complainant.

Written correspondence clearly outlines the options available to the individual. It is noted that the burden rests on the complainant to keep his/her identity confidential. If the complainant does not wish to reveal his/her identity to the accredited program, he/she must develop the complaint in such a manner as to prevent the identity from being evident. The complaint must be based on the accreditation standards or required accreditation procedures. Submission of documentation which supports the noncompliance is strongly encouraged.

When a complainant submits a written, signed statement describing the program’s noncompliance with specifically identified policy(ies), procedure(s) or standard(s), along with the appropriate documentation, the following procedure is followed:

1. The materials submitted are entered in the Commission’s database and the program’s file and reviewed by Commission staff. At this point, the complaint is the property of the Commission and may not be withdrawn by the complainant for the purposes of the Commission’s review.

2. Legal counsel, the Chair of the appropriate Review Committee, and the applicable Review Committee members may be consulted to assist in determining whether there is sufficient information to proceed.

3. If the complaint provides sufficient evidence of probable cause of noncompliance with the standards or required accreditation procedures, the complainant is so advised and the complaint is investigated using the procedures in the following section, formal complaints.

4. If the complaint does not provide sufficient evidence of probable cause of noncompliance with the standard(s) or required accreditation policy(ies), or procedure(s), the complainant is so advised. The complainant may elect:
   a. to revise and submit sufficient information to pursue a formal complaint; or
   b. not to pursue the complaint. In that event, the decision will be so noted and no further action will be taken.

Initial investigation of a complaint may reveal that the Commission is already aware of the program’s noncompliance and is monitoring the program’s progress to demonstrate compliance. In this case, the complainant is notified that the Commission is currently addressing the noncompliance issues noted in the complaint. The complainant is informed of the program’s accreditation status and how long the program has been given to demonstrate compliance with the accreditation standards.
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C. DUE PROCESS RELATED TO REVIEW COMMITTEE SPECIAL APPEARANCES

If the Commission, at its prior meeting, granted the status of “approval with reporting requirements,” “approval with reporting requirements, intent to withdraw,” or denied a requested program change, and the program submits a subsequent program change report, the program may request a special appearance (hearing) at the next meeting of the Review Committee. An institution/program may request a special appearance (hearing) in order to supplement the written information about a program which has already been provided to the appropriate Review Committee. A representative of the institution would be...
permitted to appear in person before the Review Committee to present this additional information. Generally, such appearances occur prior to the Review Committee’s consideration of the program’s accreditation classification. When such a special appearance is desired, a written request must be made to the Director of the Commission thirty (30) days prior to the meeting. The Chair and Director of the Commission will determine the disposition of the request and inform the requestor of the date, hour and amount of time that will be allocated for the appearance.

If the requestor wishes to submit additional written materials, copies for each Review Committee member should be provided by the requestor at least one (1) week prior to the meeting, absent documented extraordinary circumstances.

The Commission and its Review Committees permit special appearances using the following guidelines:

- The Review Committee will discuss the report of the program/institution prior to the appearance of the representative(s).
- The Review Committee Chair will introduce members of the Review Committee to the program/institutional representative.
- The Chair will restate to the representative(s) the amount of time allocated for the hearing.
- The representative is invited to make an opening statement and to provide materials and information, if any, which supplement the written report which was distributed to Review Committee members prior to the meeting.
- Following the presentation by the representative, the Chair allows members of the Review Committee to ask questions. Although primary and secondary reviewers are assigned primary responsibility for questioning, all Review Committee members have the opportunity to participate in the discussion.
- The Chair thanks the representative for appearing before the Review Committee and the representative leaves.
- The Review Committee discusses the recommended action.
- The Review Committee Chair and Commission staff notifies the representative of the Review Committee’s recommendation. If the Review Committee’s recommendation is to deny or withdraw accreditation, the institution’s representation has the opportunity to have a hearing with the Commission on a subsequent day.
- In general, special appearances before the Commission also follow the process listed above.
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F. DUE PROCESS RELATED TO WITHDRAWAL OF ACCREDITATION

An institution/program may request a special appearance (hearing) before the appropriate Review Committee in order to supplement the written information about the program which has already been provided to the Review Committee. (See Due Process Related to Review Committee Special Appearance)

If the Review Committee’s recommendation to the Commission is to withdraw accreditation, the Commission will notify the institution of the proposed action and the date of the Commission meeting at which the Review Committee’s recommendation will be considered. This notification will advise the institution of its right to provide additional information for the Commission to consider prior to reaching a decision on the proposed action. Any additional information must be submitted in writing at least one (1) week prior to the meeting, absent documented extraordinary circumstances, and should include any reasons why the institution believes that the withdrawal of accreditation is unjustified.
If the Commission determines that accreditation should be withdrawn, the program will be notified within fourteen (14) days and the notification is sent by tracked mail. The program is also notified of its right to appeal this decision to the Appeal Board.

Adverse actions, or those that may be appealed, are defined as those related to denial or withdrawal of accreditation. Such decisions become final fourteen (14) days after the date on the transmittal letter or when any appeal has been resolved. The Commission has procedures in place to provide notice of the reasons for taking an adverse accreditation action. Such procedures are required in order for accrediting agencies to comply with U.S. Department of Education's Criteria and Procedures for Recognition of Accrediting Agencies.
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